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Founded in 2013, Allary Éditions is an independent trade publisher with works 
including novels, essays and graphic novels. Following a strict editorial selection 
process, we publish no more than 15 titles per year.

Allary Éditions is both demanding and popular and is developing a universal catalogue 
of authors who are given the opportunity to create an oeuvre, whilst reaching a large 
audience. Of the 60 titles published by Allary Éditions, there have been over 220 
translations.

Our authors:

Non-Fiction: Matthias Debureaux, Raphaël Glucksmann, Alexandre Lacroix, Jean-
Noël Liaut, Charles Pépin, Marylène Patou-Mathis, Pascal Picq, Bernard Pivot, 
Matthieu Ricard...

Fiction: Diane Brasseur, Jérôme Colin, Slimane Kader, Florent Oiseau, Jean Vautrin...

Graphic Novel: Riad Sattouf

www.allary-editions.fr
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Matthieu Ricard is a Buddhist monk and a photographer. This researcher in molecular ge-
netics was the interpreter for the Dalaï Lama. Author of various titles, he also devotes his time 
to the humanitarian works of the Karuna Schechen association.   

Alexandre Jollien spent seventeen years in a specialised institution for the physically hand-
icapped. Philosopher and writer, he is the author of works whose reading public continues to 
grow.

Christophe André is a psychiatric physician and one of France’s finest specialists in the field 
of the psychology of emotions. He is the author of several widely read works. 

Matthieu ricard, aLexandre JOLLien &
chriStOphe andré
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Orig. Title: À nous la liberté !
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions/
Editions de l’Iconoclaste
530 pp. | January 2019

Territories handled by 2 Seas: 
World English, Dutch, Portuguese, 
Brazilian, Norwegian, Swedish, 
Finnish, Danish, Icelandic, Esto-
nian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Alba-
nian, Croatian, Czech, Slovakian, 
Hungarian, Bulgarian, Romanian, 
Serbian, Slovenian, Greek, Turk-
ish, Arabic and Hebrew. 
All other rights handled by Les 
Editions de l’Iconoclaste

Rights Sold
Romania | Trei
USA | Sounds True, WEL
Italy | Neri Pozza

Initial print run: 120,000 copies
#1 in the Bestseller List

A new book, inspired, inspiring and useful, on 
one of the central themes of the human condition: 
inner liberty.

Why inner freedom?                    

Inner freedom is the natural extension of wisdom. One 
who attains wisdom enjoys great inner liberty, and one who 
frees himself of his mental disturbances is on the path to 
wisdom.                                

What, exactly, is it about?          

Ever since childhood, we have been prisoners of norms, 
prejudices, and automatic reflexes that stand in the way of 
our happiness. What are these invisible barriers? Our fears 
(fear of failure, fear of others’ perception of us), our depen-
dences (on screens, on alcohol, etc.), our thoughts, our hab-
its that lead us to consistently react in the same manner, 
the conditioning of a consumer society, one that pushes us 
to perform.

Drawing an itinerary of liberation                

This book presents a methodic path to leave our inner prisons 
and become available for service to all. “Here’s the task,” says 
Alexandre, “to zero in on our neuroses, the nails that paralyse 
us, so that we no longer burden others with the weight of our 
own blindness, for freedom always involves others.”

Essay | Psychology | Spirituality

inner freedOM!

Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions/Edi-
tions de l’Iconoclaste
530 pp. | January 2016

Territories handled by 2 Seas: 
World excl. French. German, Italian, 
Korean, Greek, and Spanish rights 
handled by Les Editions de l’Icono-
claste

English translation available

Rights Sold
Brazil, Korea, Spain, Vietnam, Poland, 
Taiwan, Turkey, Italy, Romania, China, 
Thailand, USA

450,000+ copies sold

A philosopher, a monk, a psychiatrist, three old 
friends who are all well-known for their wisdom and 
for the values they defend in their books and in the 
media, explore the question of what creates joy and 
hardship in life. They draw the most essential lessons 
from their life paths, their reading and their years of 
personal and professional research in order to accom-
pany each of us on our road through life. Through 
them, each of us can learn about the task of living.

Essay | Psychology | Spirituality

three friendS in Search Of wiSdOM
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Orig. Title: La Dédicace
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
290 pp.
January 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

Her debut novel is about to be sent to the 
printers, but this author still can’t decide 
who to dedicate it to.

This is the story of a woman who is searching for 
something: a dedication. 

She is thirty years old and about to publish her first 
novel. In three days time, her book will be sent off to 
the printers, and she still has not decided on the ded-
ication. It is “terribly important”, her editor tells her 
with a smile. 

A dedication, “those few insignificant words on the 
first page. Nobody ever knows who it’s for, and nobody 
ever reads it.” Really, who could she dedicate her book 
to? She has lunch with her mother, but realises that 
she doesn’t like her enough for a dedication; she meets 
up with a friend, goes to a party, pops into a book-
shop, bumps into neighbours, sets out after a strang-
er… And gets nowhere. As a guest at the book fair in 
Brive, a big event in the French literary calendar, will 
she get an idea for a dedication? She talks to the au-
thors, takes part in a pompous debate on writing, and 
quickly sleeps with a novelist who has committed the 
fashion faux pas of having several watches. 

But like every other evening, she makes her way back 
to her apartment building in the north of Paris, which, 
like everywhere else, is home to a thousand solitudes. 

With the disillusionment and dark humour of a fe-
male Houellebecq, Leila Bouherrafa presents a ruth-
lessly accurate vision of the world. 

Leila Bouherrafa is 29 years old. She lives and works in Paris. The Dedication (La 
Dédicace) is her first novel. 

Debut Novel

the dedicatiOn

LeiLa BOuherrafa

A writer is born. Leila Bouherrafa has the sense of the formula that stings and flies – and that 
brings definitely to mind Amelie Nothomb. But not only… From this debut novel arises a muffled 
melancholy imbued with emotions. — Femmes d’Aujourd’hui

In a ‘filled with loneliness’ Paris, the protagonist carries her melancholy around, while the read-
ers discover her mood and her caustic and dark humor. — Livres Hebdo

This debut novel is provocative, bracing and finally radiant. A ‘successful novel’! — Frédéric 
Pagès, Le Canard enchaîné
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Orig. Title: La Partition
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
400 pp.
May 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS available soon

Under Option
Germany, Estonia

Diane Brasseur paints a gallery of souls, a 
family fresco that begins in 1920 Athens and 
ends half a century later on the shores of 
Lake Geneva.

On January 12, 1977 Bruno K, a professor of literature 
who is adulated by his students and admired by his 
colleagues, walks the streets of Geneva. As he con-
templates the legs of a pretty brunette who walks in 
front of him, he collapses, and dies.

When his two brothers Georgely and Alexakis hear 
about his passing, something snaps. Ten years earlier, 
Bruno K had broken off all ties with his family.

The reader is taken on a journey to the origins of this 
disunited brotherhood. It starts in Athens, when their 
mother Koula meets Paul Peter K, a young man with 
soft skin and blond-gorged hair, who looks like a si-
lent movie actor. It continues in Switzerland, where 
they settle after their marriage when Koula is only 17 
years old. 

After the first months of passion and jubilation, Paul 
Peter K’s love fades and one night during carnival, 
Koula sees him in the arms of another woman. This is 
the beginning of a nightmare, the original crack that 
will mark his life and that of his sons. 

Koula divorces and returns to Greece with her eldest 
son Bruno K, leaving behind little Georgely, who is 
barely three years old. There, she meets her ultimate 
love and from their union Alexakis is born, a child 
with a great destiny.

Diane Brasseur (1980) lives in Paris and is a scriptwriter. Her two previous novels, 
Fidelities (Fidélités) and I Don’t Want Passion (Je ne veux pas d’une passion) were re-
ceived with great critical acclaim from both critics and readers. Rights in Fidelities were 
sold to 8 territories.

Literary Fiction

the diviSiOn

diane BraSSeur

About the author’s previous work:

An electric style. A voice that is singular and just. — Elle

A clear, fluid and musical style. — France Info

Her sober and crystalline writing touches us just the right way. — Le Parisien

Provisional cover
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Orig. Title: Les enfants du vide. 
Sortons de l’impasse de l’indi-
vidualisme 
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
220 pp.
October 2018

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

60,000+ copies sold

Rights Sold
Germany | Hanser
Greece | Polis 
Italy | Piemme (auction)

Raphaël Glucksmann is a journalist and film director. He is the author of Generation 
Hangover. A manual to fight against reactionaries, Our France – To tell and love what 
we are and The Children of the Void which has met with success with both critics and 
readers and positioned him as the most influential intellectual of his generation.

 Essay | Politics | Society

the chiLdren Of the vOid. Breaking away frOM the iMpaSSe Of individuaLiSM 

raphaëL gLuckSMann
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Raphaël Glucksmann questions the lack of 
a collective outlook in the generations that 
have grown up in individualistic societies.

“We are free, but is it making us happy? The under-
lying anxiety we all feel stems from the lack of a col-
lective outlook, from the breakdown of the narratives 
and structures that only yesterday still ascribed the 
individual a place within the group. Our parents de-
constructed these narratives, these ‘alienating myths’, 
and they were right to do so. But we cannot be content 
with the vacuum that has taken their place.

If our elders were born into a society that was satu-
rated with meaning, we were born into the void. Their 
mission was to break the chains. Our own will be to 
reforge the connections. Democracy is based on the 
rights of the individual, but not exclusively. Our gen-
eration has the task of dealing with the rest, too long 
neglected: the rights of the group. Because if we do 
not, the most authoritarian forces will do it for us.” — 
Raphaël Glucksmann

Also available: 

Orig. Title: Notre France. Dire et 
aimer ce que nous sommes
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
260 pp.
October 2016

Territory: World excl. French

Rights Sold
Greece 

30,000+ copies sold

Like in many European countries facing the rise of 
right-wing extremist currents, and in the United 
States with the Trump phenomenon, powerful reac-
tionary and nationalist currents are rising in France. 
Their impact is not just electoral: it is intellectual. The 
idea that France must turn in on itself to find itself 
again has been spreading dangerously. Yet France’s 
history proves the opposite. 

Raphaël Glucksmann’s book revisits large “universal” 
and “humanist” periods in the history of France and 
remembers how this country has become, in the eyes 
of the world, “the country of human rights.”

Essay

Our france
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Orig. Title: Les miroirs de Su-
zanne
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
200 pp.
March 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS
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SOPHIE LEMP

ROMAN

SOPHIE LEMP 
LES MIROIRS DE SUZANNE

17, 90 euros allary-editions.fr

Photographie : Allan Montaine / Getty Images
Création graphique : Alice Guillier

Sophie Lemp est romancière et auteure de fictions radiophoniques 
pour France Culture. Après Le Fil (Éditions de Fallois, 2015) 
et Leur séparation (Allary Éditions, 2017), Les miroirs de 
Suzanne est son troisième roman.

Suzanne a quarante ans, une vie tranquille, un mari et 
deux enfants. Un matin, son appartement est cambriolé. 
Ses cahiers, journal de son adolescence, ont disparu. 
Des cahiers qui racontent Antoine, l’écrivain qui avait 
trois fois son âge, qui racontent cet amour incandescent, 
la douleur du passage à l’âge adulte.

Martin est livreur, il pédale pour épuiser ses pensées. 
Un soir, il trouve les cahiers au fond d’une poubelle et 
dévore ces mots qui le transpercent. Qui le ramèneront 
à la vie.

« Ne jamais oublier ce que j’ai vécu de fort dans ma vie. 
Mes émotions, mes peurs, mes joies, mes tristesses. Être 
sereine. Martin poursuit sa lecture. J’ai quinze ans.  
En ce moment, j’attends. Mais un jour, tout s’épanouira. 
Martin sent que quelque chose l’étreint, l’urgence de 
continuer à lire. »

Sophie Lemp is a novelist and author of radio drama for France Culture. After Le 
Fil (Éditions de Fallois, 2015) and Their Separation (Allary Éditions, 2017), Suzanne’s 
Mirrors is her third novel.

Literary Fiction

Suzanne’S MirrOrS

SOphie LeMp
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A novel about memory, adolescence and first 
love.

Suzanne is forty, she leads a quiet life with her hus-
band and two children. One morning, their apart-
ment is burgled and her teenage diary is nowhere to 
be found. In that diary, Suzanne poured her heart out 
about her burning love for Antoine – a writer three 
times Suzanne’s age – and her difficult and painful 
transition into adulthood.

Martin is a delivery man. Riding his bike around 
the city helps him think. One evening, Martin finds 
Suzanne’s diary in the garbage bin. The words strike 
him as he devours the book… and through the book 
he comes back to life.

From Suzanne’s Mirrors:

“Never forget what I’ve lived through in my life. My 
emotions, my fears, my joys, my sorrows. Be serene. 
Martin continues reading. I’m fifteen. Right now, 
I’m waiting. But one day, everything will flourish. 
Something gripped him; the necessity to keep read-
ing this diary.”

Also available: 

A crack in one’s childhood, rendered with total modesty, accuracy and sensitivity. — Philippe 
Delerm

Orig. Title: Leur séparation
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
100 pp.
September 2017

Territory: World excl. French

3,000+ copies sold

In the run-up to her tenth birthday, her life is turned 
upside down by her parents’ divorce. Thirty years 
on, she is not trying to understand or explain, but to 
speak this wound that is so hard to heal.

The story of a disrupted life is juxtaposed against hap-
py childhood memories of a family of three. Thirty 
years on, the little girl has grown up and fixes her gaze 
on the separation. She is not trying to understand or 
explain but simply speak the heartbreak, that feel-
ing of betraying one whenever she is with the other, 
that pain that is sometimes still so alive. Why is this 
wound, shared by so many children, so hard to heal?

their SeparatiOn
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Orig. Title: Elle, Edmonde
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
222 pp.
January 2017

Territory: World excl. French

7,000+ copies sold

War, fashion, literature, feminism: this woman’s des-
tiny embraces Europe’s History for the last 70 years.

Edmonde Charles-Roux. A member of the resistance, 
lover, successful author, fashion icon, socialist, pres-
ident of the Goncourt academy, muse to a rap band. 
A woman who lived a thousand lives: passionate and 
politically engaged, devilishly novelesque. Rebellious, 
brave, full of desire, talent and contradiction, 
Edmonde was nothing less than a free woman.

She, edMOnde

Orig. Title: Nancy Mitford. La 
dame de la rue Monsieur
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
250 pp.
February 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS 

Enriched with hitherto unpublished testimonies, 
this biography of Nancy Mitford plunges us into 
the intellectual and artistic hub of Paris in the 
1950s and 1960s.

English aristocrats related to Winston Churchill and  Lord 
& Lady Redesdale gave their six daughters, the eldest being 
Nancy, and their one son, a childhood of dreams. But the 
two world wars came to destroy the bliss of the Victorian 
era and the Mitford girls would become the subject of gos-
sip. One of the sisters, Unity, became fascinated by Hitler 
and was even known as the Fuhrer’s English girl, while an-
other, Jessica, a communist, was involved with the Spanish 
Republicans. As for Nancy, she didn’t hesitate to report her 
youngest sister, Diana, who was the wife to the leader of 
the English fascists, Sir Oswald Mosley. Only Deborah and 
Pamela lived in allegiance to keeping their social status.

From this extraordinary family saga, Nancy Mitford imbues 
her scathing wit into the very substance of her bestselling 
novels. Wit that she also applied to her love life, which, like 
her most famous novel, became an endless pursuit of love. 
That is, the love of General de Gaulle’s right-hand man, the 
diplomat Gaston Palewski, an incorrigible ladies’ man who 
stubbornly refused to make their relationship official.

Thanks to hitherto unpublished testimonies from two of 
the Mitford sisters, Jean-Noël Liaut casts new light on the 
story of Nancy Mitford. Transporting us to rue Monsieur, 
where Nancy’s salon was one of the spiritual hubs of 1950’s 
Paris, he presents a plethora of anecdotes, jokes, unusu-
al situations and extraordinary characters, all part of the 
“Mitford spirit”.

Jean-Noël Liaut is a writer and translator. He has published several biographies in-
cluding The Many Lives of Miss K: Toto Koopman - Model, Muse, Spy and Elsa Triolet 
and Lili Brik, The Rebellious Sisters, which was awarded the Académie française histor-
ical biography prize in 2015. His work She, Edmonde (Allary Editions, January 2017) is 
concentrated on Edmonde Charles-Roux and latest biography is Nancy Mitford (Allary 
Editions, January 2019).

Biography 

nancy MitfOrd. the Lady Of rue MOnSieur 

Jean-nOëL Liaut 

Also available: 
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Orig. Title: Votre cerveau vous 
joue des tours
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
260 pp.
April 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS available early March

ALBERT MOUKHEIBER

MIEUX SE CONNAÎTRE 
GRÂCE AUX SCIENCES  

COGNITIVES

Why are we often convinced that we’re right 
even when we’re wrong? Why are we jealous, 
or paranoid, even when we have absolutely 
no reason to be? Why is it so easy for fake 
news to spread around the globe and fool us?

It’s because we don’t see the world as it is, rather we 
reconstruct it in our mind. Reality is way too complex 
and multiple to be apprehended by our capacities of 
attention, which are quite limited, as well as our brain 
abilities. That is why our perception of the world is 
subjective and various elements influence the way 
we acquire knowledge and form opinions. Our brain 
is recreating the world in its own way – most of the 
time for our own good: how hard would it be if, before 
making a choice, we had to know about all the options 
available in that given situation? It would take us for-
ever to choose an item of clothing in a store, or a meal 
in a restaurant! Luckily, our brain can estimate: even 
if it makes us imperfect, and subject to illusion, delu-
sion, even error, it allows us to reconstruct the world 
as we know it, and live in it. 

However, these very useful mechanisms can some-
times mislead us and have a rather negative impact on 
our actions, beliefs and opinions: when our brain be-
haves that way, we say it is biased. Albert Moukheiber 
gives us tips and tricks to fight against these cognitive 
biases – the first one being not to trust ourselves too 
much and to always doubt our thinking processes, es-
pecially in this era where social networks spread in-
formation like an epidemic.

In this book, filled with multiple examples from 
our daily lives and psycho-social experiments, 
Moukheiber explores the building blocks of our per-
ception, cognition and behaviour, which are involved 
in acquiring knowledge or forming opinions. He does 
so while maintaining a didactic approach that makes 
the book easily accessible to all.

Dr. Albert Moukheiber, 36, is a neuroscientist and clinical psychologist. He has 
worked for 10 years in the psychiatry department at the Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière in 
Paris, focusing mainly on anxiety disorders and resilience. He now works as a clinician 
at his practice and teaches at the University in the clinical psychology department. He 
has also founded Chiasma, a structure that is interested in how our brain reconstructs 
reality to confirm our prior beliefs and how to promote mental flexibility. 

Essay | Popular Science

Our Brain pLayS trickS On uS

aLBert MOukheiBer
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Orig. Title: La Vie dans les bois
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
240 pp.
April 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS available end of 
February

JENNIFER MURZEAU

LA VIE DANS
LES BOIS

Assumed city-dweller Jennifer Murzeau 
went off to live in the woods for a week, 
without water or food, in order to recon-
nect with nature.

“The ecological crisis is at the heart of our con-
cerns today. Yet we fail to take full measure of it, 
to truly ‘feel’ it, because the way we live has never 
been so disconnected from nature.

So I decided to take off for several days and im-
merse myself in nature, with a hammock, a knife 
and a survival guide called François.

I descended the Charente river by canoe and slept 
on its banks. I learned how to make a fire with 
wet wood, to feed myself on boiled plants; I gave 
up on killing a rodent, and lived at the slow pace 
of life in the wild. 

I then continued the adventure on my own in the 
Pyrenees mountain range, where I encountered 
the immensity of nature, fear, storms, beauty... 
and humility.

I came back with only one desire: to leave again.” 
— J. M.

Jennifer Murzeau (1984) is a novelist and journalist specializing in environmental 
issues.

Essay | Nature Writing

Life in the wOOdS

Jennifer Murzeau
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Orig. Title: La Vie dans les bois
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
250 pp.
May 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS available soon
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CATHERINE SIGURET

Ils ont 
transformé 
une épreuve 
personnelle 
en chance 
collective

They repaired the world. They’re designing a 
positive society.

The feat of the eight “ordinary heroes” of this book 
was not accomplished in a day — far from it. They suf-
fered a hard blow, went through hardship, and turned 
it into something great for all of us through courage, 
energy and altruism, often deployed for years before 
their idea became a concrete realization.

Accident, illness, disability, mourning… They could 
have remained victims, but all have set up an un-
precedented achievement that comes to meet a need, 
a lack, a vacuum, which they identified in the face of 
adversity and which they were the first ones to suffer 
from. Their magnificent invention, a direct result of 
their suffering, is a tangible creation destined to spare 
others today the difficulties and sorrows that over-
whelmed them in the past.

The deeds of each of them help repair the world and 
change the face of society. They innovated and worked 
for the best in very different fields, most often after a 
180-degree turn because many of them had no skills 
or initial training to succeed. But they decided that 
what they had suffered should serve (the good of) the 
greatest number of people. Turning their backs on 
misfortune, they mobilized all their energy. And they 
succeeded.

These eight stories, about twenty pages each, draw the 
face of a positive society, with everyday actors capable 
of using their strength as much as their hearts.

Catherine Siguret is a writer, screenwriter and journalist. She has authored about 
60 books in her own name or on behalf of celebrities, psychiatrists, doctors, and psy-
choanalysts. They all have a common thread: they tell life stories and the destinies of 
anonymous persons. At Allary Éditions, she is the author of Life (published in 2018, 
10,000 copies sold).

Essay | Society

eight deStinieS. they turned perSOnaL Suffering intO a cOLLective 
OppOrtunity

catherine Siguret

Provisional cover
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Orig. Language: English
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
October 2018 (French edition)

Territory: World excl. French
World rights for images cleared

Material Available
English MS 

8,000+ copies sold

Rights Sold
USA | MIT Press (preempt, WEL)
Korea | Gimm-Young
Germany | Droemer Knaur

A Mind & Life Conversation:
Founded in 1987, the Mind & Life 
Institute arose out of a series of 
conferences held with the Dalai 
Lama and a range of scientists 
that sought to form a connec-
tion between the empiricism of 
contemporary scientific inquiry 
and the contemplative, compas-
sion-based practices of Buddhism.

An urgent and groundbreaking work, which de-
constructs the widespread thought that the con-
cept of power and care are opposites.  

With the aim for a balanced, common future, 19 renowned 
researchers and leaders including biologist Frans de 
Waal, Nobel Prize winner Jody Williams, and Harvard 
associate professor of psychiatry, Richard Schwartz, 
Ph. D., present their work to the Dalai Lama, within the 
context of the forces of “power and care”. 

Power and Care includes perspectives from:
•	 Ethology, anthropology, and ecology
•	 Psychology, endocrinology, and neuroscience
•	 Spiritual and religious traditions
•	 Economics and society
•	 Personal commitment and global responsibility

While the notion of power can be seen as a neutral concept, 
neither harmful nor beneficial by definition, the Western 
historical perspective links it to concepts such as domi-
nation, instrumentalization, or sovereignty.  This idea of 
power as ‘power over’ is apparent in political, societal, and 
interpersonal spheres, as indicated by problems such as 
the wealth gap, racial and gender inequality, and countless 
others. 

At the other end of the spectrum is the notion of ‘caring 
for,’ an enabling force in the service of individual and social 
transformation. Care evokes concepts such as altruism, 
compassion, interdependence, and responsibility, and is 
customarily seen as incompatible with the notion of power.

In this provocative and inspiring book, the nature of the 
fundamental forces of power and care are comprehensive-
ly examined, as well as their expressions and the relations 
between them. 

This book serves to inspire readers and as a significant 
catalyst for the formulation of new research ideas and for 
imagining societal and governance structures that will 
contribute to a better world.

Dr. Tania Singer was Director of the Department of Social Neuroscience at the Max 
Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences in Leipzig, Germany. She is the 
principal investigator of a meditation based mental training study, The ReSource Project, 
and investigates how psychology can inform new models of Caring Economics.   

Matthieu Ricard is a former molecular biologist who became a Buddhist monk. He is 
the son of the renowned French philosopher Jean-François Revel, and the author or many 
bestselling titles, including The Monk and the Philosopher, and Altruism, The Power of 
Compassion to Change Yourself and the World. 

Kate Karius is a writer and a multidimensional artist. She serves to make the world a 
healthier, more beautiful place by supporting luminaries, mission-driven organizations, 
and businesses in bringing their messages out into the world.

Society | Psychology | Spirituality

pOwer and care. tOwardS BaLance fOr Our cOMMOn future—
Science, SOciety and SpirituaLity in diaLOgue with the daLai LaMa

Matthieu ricard & tania Singer with kate kariuS (eds.) 
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Orig. Title: L’Arabe du futur
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
160 pp. Vols. 1-3
280 pp. Vol. 4
Vol. 1: 2014
Vol. 2: 2015
Vol. 3: 2016
Vol. 4: September 2018
Vol. 5: 2020 
Vol. 6: 2021

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS
English translation (vol. 1, 2 + 3)

Translation rights sold to 22 
countries

Over 2 Million copies sold of 
Vols. 1, 2, 3 & 4

• 2014 Fauve d’or Prize (Best 
Album of the Year)

• 2015 RTL Prize (Best Comic 
Strip Book)

• 2016 LA Times Book Prize 
(Graphic Novel/Comics 2016)

An internationally acclaimed bestseller — 
volume 4 published in September

The Arab of the Future tells the story of Riad Sattouf’s 
childhood in the Middle East. The first volume (2014) 
covers the period from 1978 to 1984: from birth to 
the age of six, little Riad is shuttled between Libya, 
Brittany and Syria. The second volume (2015) tells the 
story of his first year of school in Syria (1984-1985). 
The third volume (2016) sees him between the ages of 
six and nine, the time he becomes aware of the society 
he is growing up in (1985-1987). This fourth volume is 
significantly longer (288 pp.), and from what has been 
revealed (an overthrow of their father’s power) it ap-
pears to be the most dramatic yet. 

An international publishing phenomenon, the four 
volumes of The Arab of the Future have already sold 
more than 2 million copies worldwide. Translated into 
22 languages, the albums have been awarded multi-
ple prizes, including the Grand prix RTL for graph-
ic novels in 2014, the Fauve d’or (Best Album Prize) 
at the 2015 international festival of graphic novels in 
Angoulême and the Los Angeles Times Graphic Novel 
Prize in 2016.

The Arab of the Future will consist of six volumes.

Riad Sattouf is a cartoonist and filmmaker. Born in 1978, he spent his childhood between 
Libya, Syria and Brittany. He has been drawing comics for twenty years and published more 
than twenty books. Riad Sattouf is one of the few graphic novel authors to have won the Fauve 
d’or at the Angoulême festival twice (for Pascal Brutal 3 in 2010 and The Arab of the Future 
1 in 2015). As a filmmaker, he directed The French Kissers (Les Beaux Gosses, César for best 
debut film) and Jacky in Women’s Kingdom (Jacky au royaume des filles).

Graphic Memoir (6 volumes)

the araB Of the future

A masterpiece. — Posy Simmonds

The most enjoyable graphic novel I’ve read in a while. — Zadie Smith

One of the great creators of our time. — Alain de Botton

riad SattOuf
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Based on true stories told by Esther A.*, Esther’s 
Notebooks draw us into the daily life of a girl talking 
about school, friends, family, and pop stars.

Allary Editions will publish one volume per year, nine 
volumes in total. Each volume covers one year in the 
life of Esther, from her 10th through her 18th year, 
and each contains 52 stories for the 52 weeks of the 
year.

Volume 1: Esther is 10 years old. Who are Tal, Kendji 
Girac, and the Hotheads? What are the criteria of 
beauty that make young boys and girls popular? What 
can you do when your friends have more money than 
you do? What does the ‘brutal-bridge’ game consist 
of? How did Esther’s class feel about the attacks in 
Paris in January 2015? What do you do if you’re wor- 
ried about your breast size?

Volume 2: Esther is 11 years old. She tells us about 
the birth of her little brother, the terrorism attacks, 
the boys she is in love with, religious discussions with 
her best friend, her midget teacher, her mother who 
suddenly gained weight, her idiot big brother and her 
father, that hero...

Volume 3: Esther is a 12-year-old student in a pres- 
tigious college in the center of Paris. She is now a pre-
teen! The presidential elections, her first cell phone, 
her hamster Manuela, the arrival of acne, her con-
spiring brother, her left-wing partisan father, her 
far-right voting grandmother, President Macron, the 
Illuminati, and her love for sausage-apricot cake... 
Esther talks about everything!

*To protect the privacy of certain individuals, the 
names and identifying details have been changed.

Comics (9 volumes)

eSther’S nOteBOOkS 

Young people talking without hesitation, making us laugh and worry: that’s why we need to 
read and reread Esther’s Notebooks. This is the future. — L’Obs

Something between Le Petit Nicolas by Sempé and Goscinny and Agrippine by Claire Bretécher, 
an amazing work, tender, earthy and powerful. — Télérama

Behind the appealing image of a nice and unglazed little girl, hides the awfully cruel portrait of 
our times by a brilliant observer. — Les Inrocks
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riad SattOuf (cOntinued)

Orig. Title: Les Cahiers d’Esther
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
56 pp. each
Published yearly between 2016-
2024

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS
English sample (vol. 1)

Rights Sold
Italy (pre-pub) | Linus Magazine
Greece | Potamos
Germany | Reprodukt
Korea | Kugil Publishing
Spain | Sapristi/Roca
Portugal | Gradiva
Serbia | LOM Books
Turkey | Epsilon
Italy | Oblomov (auction)

Animated series adaptation by 
Canal+ broadcast starting in 
September 2018

42,000+ copies sold of 
Vols. 1, 2 + 3

Vol. 4 to be published May 2019

• 2018 Prix Max und Moritz
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After the exhibitions on Art Spiegelman, Claire Bretécher 
and Franquin, last November the Bibliothèque Publique 
d’Information decided to pay tribute to the comic artist 
and film director Riad Sattouf – The exhibition Riad 
Sattouf, L’écriture dessinée – which has been accompa-
nied by a rich and varied program of cultural activities 
(meetings, conferences, screenings, workshops) – was a 
retrospective on the twenty-year career and imaginative 
mind of this young artist who is already world-renowned.

To celebrate the exhibition, Allary Éditions and the 
Bibliothèque Publique d’Information co-published a cat-
alog of 200 works, selected from among the exhibited 
pieces. Original boards, sketches, rejected or abandoned 
scripts, non-fiction comics, school/university projects, 
storyboards of books and films, photos and much more. 
This very first catalog of Riad Sattouf’s work is also en-
riched by previously unpublished texts penned by the au-
thor himself, including prefaces about the creative pro-
cess behind each book and film, and a commentary on 
some of the exhibited works.

2018 was an important year for Sattouf, as Allary Éditions 
published volume 4 of The Arab of the Future, and a car-
toon adaptation of Esther’s Notebooks has been produced. 
The retrospective proposed by the Bibliothèque Publique 
d’Information was the icing on the cake of an already for-
midable year for this artist, truly bringing his graphic uni-
verse to life: the richness of his references, his equally sharp 
and tender approach on adolescence, his outstanding auto-
biographical narrative work, all merge together in a deeply 
trenchant, yet profoundly touching exhibition catalog.

cataLOg Of the exhiBitiOn ‘riad SattOuf, L’écriture deSSinée’ 
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riad SattOuf (cOntinued)

Orig. Title: L’écriture dessinée
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Allary Editions
210 pp. 
November 2018

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS



A unique brand name to welcome new striking voices from all around the world 
with around 10 publications per year. A perfect mix of general fiction and crime & 
thrillers.

www.preludes-editions.com

17

Le Livre de Poche is the first mass-market publisher in France, founded in 1953 by 
Henri Filipacchi, with more than a billion copies sold to date. True to its purpose, 
this publishing house has a catalog that caters to all audiences and covers a wide 
literary spectrum, from classics to contemporary French and foreign bestsellers, from 
practical books to essays and reference books.

www.livredepoche.com
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Orig. Title: Une Marseillaise à La 
Haye
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
96 pp.
November 2018

Territory: World excl. French 

Material Available
French MS 

The hilarious graphic novelist on her best 
form: welcome to the world of Anne Boudart!

The hilarious and mischievous adventures of a young 
woman from Marseille who, when her boyfriend is 
transferred to The Hague, must resign herself to leav-
ing the South of France, with its climate and its crois-
sants, to face the cold, and the Dutch...

•	 Universally recognised themes: everyday life, life 
as a couple, parents-in-law, friends… something 
that all readers can share 

•	 A dark humor appreciated by everyone 

•	 A joyous cartoon that at first reminds you of 
Penelope Bagieu 

•	 A young illustrator with a big social media following 

Anne Boudart was born in Marseille and scribbled away in private (about every-
thing from her daily life at the Sorbonne to her first position in publishing) until the 
day she created an Instagram account. She then followed her partner to the North Pole 
(aka. the Netherlands) and has embarked on her passion for illustration.

Graphic Non-Fiction | Humor

when MarSeiLLe MeetS the hague

anne BOudart
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Orig. Titles: 
— Massacre à Odessa
— Opération Mossoul
— Griffe du diable à Etosha
— Messe noire à Naples
— Panique à Bali
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
between 288 - 320 pp.

Vol. 1: January 2017
Vol. 2: March 2017
Vol. 3: October 2017
Vol. 4: June 2018
Vol. 5: November 2018

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS (Vols. 1, 2 + 3)

30,000+ copies sold in total

“A new genre, halfway between 
SAS and James Ellroy.” — Chris-
tine de Villiers.

MaSSacre in OdeSSa (kO, vOL. 1)
Ukraine

Who wanted to kill Viktor and his pro-Russian comrades 
in Odessa? An explosive conflict sets the Ukrainian army 
against the separatists in Donbass. Kali Grant and her twin 
brother, Odys, investigate the dramatic events that could 
plunge Europe to the edge of a third world war.  

OperatiOn MOSuL (kO, vOL. 2)
Iraq

A tragic New Year’s Day in Cologne. Hundreds of Germans 
are assaulted. A wealthy Iranian woman, whose daughter is 
among the victims, charges Kali and her brother with dis-
covering the truth. In Mosul, fallen to the hands of Daesh, a 
young Yazidi is about to experience a tragic fate. 

deviL’S cLaw in etOSha (kO, vOL. 3)
Namibia

The body of an explorer, horribly mutilated, is delivered to 
jackals on the Coast of the Skeletons. Who wanted to prevent 
him from sending his report? The Chinese and American 
companies who are exploiting the region? Or those crazy en-
vironmental survivalists? 

BLack MaSS in napLeS (kO, vOL. 4)
Italy

A child sacrificed during a ritualized crime. A Camorra boss 
found dead in his bunker. A war of succession declared. Kali 
and Odys will plunge into the volcanic depths of Naples, its 
traffic and its tunnels, the just and the crooked, and track 
down a new form of money laundering through the el dora-
do of bitcoin.

hunt in BaLi (kO, vOL. 5)
Indonesia

A woman is live on Facebook. She has fled from her family 
who have ruled over a small country in the Persian Gulf for 
years. Masked men break into her room, gag her and cut off 
all communication. Kali and Odys step in to try and recov-
er her, re-tracing her steps from the oriental Palaces to Bali 
where she was last seen.

Alex de Brienne (pseud.)’s job has won him the trust of some of the most powerful 
people, including the rebels. He studies the theater of war and conflict. He frequents the 
halls of NGOs as well as ministries. He wants to stay anonymous so he can write freely 
about the major events that happen in the world.

Crime | Suspense | Thriller

kO SerieS

aLex de Brienne
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A mix of Alias and James Bond, Largo Winch and Lara Croft. Eroticism and geopolitics.
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Orig. Title: Grandir avec ses 
émotions
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
192 pp.
September 2018

Territory: World excl. French 

Material Available
French MS 

7,000+ copies sold

Rights Sold
Spain | Grijalbo

Preface by Fabrice Midal

Give your child the gift of meditation. 

Meditation is a successful way of securing emotional 
stability in children. It teaches them to express them-
selves in ways that will help them understand and 
control their emotional being. A large range of emo-
tions, such as happiness jealousy, anger and fear are 
constantly confronting children, and this can also be a 
challenge for their caretakers and teachers. This book 
will give you: 

•	 The key steps in the emotional development of your 
child 

•	 A starting point for practicing meditation with 
your child

•	 Games, stories and varied length guided medita-
tion recordings on the accompanying CD to help 
you build a base understanding 

•	 Concrete evidence and experience of the practice

Clarisse Gardet is a relaxation therapist, with a degree from the prestigious School 
of relaxation therapy. She has practiced meditation across the world, teaches at the 
occidental school of meditation and leads a number of workshops for children.  

Practical Guide | Spirituality | Parenting

grOw up aLOngSide yOur eMOtiOnS. practice MeditatiOn with 
chiLdren

cLariSSe gardet
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A precious book that all parents must have on their nightstand this year. — Olivia de Lamberterie, 
Télématin
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Orig. Title: Petit manuel à l’usage 
de ceux pour qui l’oral est un 
cauchemar
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
156 pp.
January 2019

Territory: World excl. French 

Material Available
French MS 

5,000+ copies sold

Public speaking is the foundation of our per-

sonal and professional development. 

It is necessary on a daily basis in our relations with oth-

ers, but also to succeed in life – from oral tests in High 

School to job interviews. However, public speaking is 

not taught at school, so it’s no surprise that so many of 

us feel helpless when it comes to giving a speech.

Coach, voice actress and theatre professor Valérie 

Guerlain has devised a simple and effective meth-

od to help those who fear public speaking. Her ACT 

Workshop-Theatre Coaching Method combines group 

work with individual follow-up and theatrical expres-

sion. She starts from the basics (exercises to speak 

comfortably and gain self-esteem) and then gradually 

moves on to putting those exercises into practice, pro-

viding concrete testimonies and examples.

Valérie Guerlain is a voice actress, theatre professor and coach. For the last ten 
years, she has been leading public speaking training programs for companies and 
workshops in colleges and high schools. She lives in Saint Maur-des-Fossés, near Paris.

Practical Guide | Personal Development

the handBOOk Of puBLic Speaking

vaLérie guerLain
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Orig. Title: L’amour, c’est
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Le Livre de Poche
432 pp.
November 2018

Territory: World excl. French 

Material Available
French MS 

Rights Sold
Korea | Forest Books (auction)

Preface by Baptiste Beaulieu

30,000+ copies sold

World rights for text & illustra-
tions have been cleared 

The talented Jack Koch illustrates 200 au-
thors’ definitions of love. This book is a delight! 

The book’s illustrator, Jack Koch, has a large social net-
work following and invited 200 authors from all over 
the world and in varying literary genres to define love. 
There are authors who are very well known and those 
just making a name for themselves. Jack Koch then 
illustrated the book, giving 400 pages of poetry and 
humour. 

•	 Well known authors include Tatiana de Rosnay, 
Virginie Grimaldi, Aurélie Valognes and Valentin 
Musso;

•	 Jack Koch has a large social media following 
(40,000 facebook subscribers) and is a recognised 
figure in the publishing world;

•	 For every copy purchased, €2.00 will be donated to 
Le Rire Médecin association; 

•	 Strong support for the book thanks to the social 
networking of the 200 authors.

Born in Strasbourg, Jack Koch was a teacher before he decided to work full time as 
an illustrator. His first drawings are of the school he worked in, which he displayed in 
the master suite. He works mostly on the universe and dreams. 

Illustrated Gift Book

LOve iS… a Jack kOch cOLLectiOn 

Jack kOch
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Two men go missing in Madrid. Another in Paris. A wom-
an in Buenos Aires. Each time, the same modus operandi: 
the victims are taken and then their mutilated corpses are 
found. All share a common past: fighting against the South 
American dictatorships in the seventies and eighties. A 
dangerous investigation that will take them from Spain 
to Argentina through Chile, forcing them to confront the 
ghosts of history, those of Operation Condor. 
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Orig. Title: Mala Vida
256 pp. | September 2015

English translation available

Rights Sold
USA (WEL), Italy

22,000+ copies sold

• 2016 Prix Plaidoiries pour un 
polar at Festival Clameur(s) 
of Dijon

• 2016 Grand Prix des Lectrices 
ELLE (finalist)

Orig. Title: Guérilla Social Club
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Préludes Editions
288 pp.
March 2017

guerriLLa SOciaL cLuB

Present-day Spain. In the midst of the political upheaval, a 
series of murders is committed, from Madrid to Barcelona 
via Valencia. Over a backdrop of both the economic crisis 
and a return to a certain moral order, Diego Martin, a ra-
dio journalist specializing in criminal affairs, is trying to 
keep his head above water despite the coming purge in the 
media. When he decides to look into the first murder, he 
hasn’t got the faintest idea that the investigation will lead 
him far beyond the local crime scene and to the heart of an 
on-going national scandal – the ‘stolen babies’ affair that 
started under Franco.

MaLa vida

The latest novel from the writer of the ac-
claimed Mala Vida is a thriller set with a fas-
cinating historical background.

A woman’s body, burnt, handcuffed and with a bul-
let in her neck is found in a park in Madrid. Diego 
Martin, an investigative radio journalist met the vic-
tim 20 years earlier… in Argentina. A young reporter 
at the time, he covered the assassination of the vic-
tim’s brother: Alex Rodrigo, a photographer for a big 
weekly newspaper who was killed in exactly the same 
way. Two decades later and thousands of kilometres 
and apart he has stumbled across an identical mur-
der.  It does not take much to convince Martin to em-
bark on an investigative journey that will take him to 
Buenos Aires where he will once again find a woman 
he has never been able to forget…

Orig. Title: Bandidos
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Préludes Editions
320 pp.
October 2018

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

• 2018 Grand Prix des Lectrices 
ELLE (finalist)

Crime Fiction
BandidOS

Co-founder and editor-in-chief of the crime fiction magazine Alibi (2011-2015), Marc 
Fernandez has been a journalist for over 20 years. For much of that time, he covered 
Spain and Latin America for Courrier international. He works now as an editor. He has 
also co-written several books of investigation, including The City that Kills Women (La 
ville qui tue les femmes, Hachette Littératures). Mala Vida is his first solo novel, followed 
by Guerrilla Social Club and Bandidos.

Marc fernandez

A diabolically forceful crime novel. — Kirkus Reviews
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Orig. Title: Les suppliciées du 
Rhône
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Préludes Editions
354 pp.
February 2019

Territory: World excl. French 

Material Available
French MS 

• Winner of the prix Kobo by 
Fnac-Préludes-Le Point writing 
competition

Tortured on the Rhone is a historical crime novel set 
in Lyon at the end of the 19th century, at a time when 
forensic medicine was only just beginning to be used, 
and Alexandre Lacassagne was in charge.

When Lacassagne names one of his forensic medical 
students, Félicien Perrier, as the head of the team he 
wishes to train, he is not yet aware of having created 
the very first ‘forensic expert’.

Joined by Irina, a pseudo-Polish freelancer, and 
Bernard, a Jansenist rifleman, Félicien will work with 
his team to unravel, one by one, the entangled threads 
of this investigation, set in the heart of Lyon, a city filled 
with respected figures of authority, opium addicts, and 
angels. 

What is unusual about this team? Besides their three 
slightly troublesome personalities...

They don’t work in any ordinary office, it is a peculiar 
boat moored to a wooden platform at the Lyon morgue, 
a sinister place that reeks of death.

The aim of the investigation is to track down a seri-
al killer who targets young women wanting to have 
an abortion. The killer leaves them in agony, covered 
in blood, with a sordid message slipped into their 
uteruses.

The team’s first investigation is full of wrong turns and 
dead-end suspects... until unexpectedly the culprit re-
veals themselves, leading Félicien Perrier to cross the 
limits of what he thought possible as the young doctor 
is pushed beyond his limits.

Coline Gatel is from Saint-Etienne, but she has a passion for the Haute-Loire, as it is 
the region of her ancestors. She now lives in the Morvan, where she has made a home 
for herself and devotes herself to writing.

Historical Crime Fiction

tOrtured On the rhOne

cOLine gateL
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Imagine CSI set in Lyon in 1897: addictive! — Julie Malaure, Le Point
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Orig. Title: Le Marin de Casablan-
ca
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Préludes Editions
360 pp.
April 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Rights Sold
English offer received

Material Available
French MS 

He was tall, brilliant, ambitious and he adored 
Jean Gabin, his idol. He had worked his way up 
the Navy ranks, and wanted to explore the world. 
In April 1940, he disappeared in the explosion of 
La Railleuse, a warship parked in the harbour of 
Casablanca. His name was Guillaume, he had just 
turned 20 years old.

She is lively, passionate and sensitive. She is en-
chanted by Morocco and sure that one day, her 
dreams will come true and she will open an art 
and literature cinema in this city. But her past is 
uncertain: she doesn’t know anything about her 
father. Her name is Loubna, she is almost 30 years 
old. To build her future, she will have to forget her 
past and will soon discover the mystery surround-
ing the sailor of Casablanca.

A group of emotive characters gravitate around the 
central male protagonist, who is both elusive and 
omnipresent. Malaval’s first novel is captivating, 
full of secrets, revelations and set in the heart of 
Morocco. 

A magnificent tribute to the Golden Age of Cinema 
in Hollywood and France, and it is reminiscent of 
Otto Preminger’s troubling film Laura.

Charline Malaval was born in 1984 in Limoges. After a PhD in Comparative Literature 
based around the theme of travel, she wanted to have a go at travelling herself, following 
the stories that had soothed her since she was a child. Malaval has been a French teacher 
in Brazil, Mauritius, Bulgaria and Vanuatu. She teaches today in Riga, Latvia. Her travel 
experiences feed her writing and The Sailor of Casablanca is her first novel.

Fiction

the SaiLOr Of caSaBLanca

charLine MaLavaL
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Orig. Title: Cachemire Rouge
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Préludes Editions
280 pp.
June 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

Rights Sold
Spain | Grijalbo (preempt)
Italy | Nord (preempt)

In the steppes of Mongolia, surrounded by her par-
ents and brothers, Bolormaa leads a nomadic life and 
is at one with nature. But when a terribly cold winter 
kills off their flock of cashmere goats, the family must 
leave their home on the mountain and search for jobs 
elsewhere. Bolormaa finds a job in a cashmere pro-
duction factory in the Chinese city of Ordos.

She manages to find little comfort in a new friend-
ship with Xiaoli and very quickly, she is convinceed 
to leave China in search of Italy, where there is a large 
Chinese community in Prato, a Tuscan city that spe-
cialises in the textile industry.

Then begins for the two young women a great trip 
to their Eldorado. From Asia to Europe, from the 
trans-Siberian railway to the bottom of a goods truck, 
they will face many dangers in trying to make their 
dreams come true. But will they succeed in building 
a better future?

Christiana Moreau is a self-taught artist, a painter and sculptor. She lives in 
Seraing, in the province of Liège, Belgium. The Lost Sonata was her debut novel.

Fiction

red caShMere

chriStiana MOreau
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Also available: 

Orig. Title: La Sonate oubliée
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Préludes Editions
280 pp. | January 2017

Territory: World excl. French

6,000+ copies sold

• 2017 Prix des lecteurs Club

Lionella, a 17-year-old from Italy, lives and breathes 
for the cello, which makes her different from the other 
teenagers in Seraing, the small town where she lives 
in Belgium. But she is having trouble finding the piece 
that will make her stand out at the next big competi-
tion. Until the day her best friend brings her a little 
metal case. Inside, Lionella finds a diary, a cut med-
al and… a score for cello that looks strangely like one 
of Vivaldi’s sonatas. She plunges into the life of Ada, 
a young orphan girl from the 18th century who lived 
at the Ospedale della Pietà in Venice, where the ‘red 
priest’ Antonio Vivaldi was teaching music.

A sensitive novel in which past and present intertwine, 
The Lost Sonata takes us on a journey through La 
Serenissima to meet one of the greatest composers of 
baroque music. 

the LOSt SOnata



The publications of La Martinière Littérature are a collection of modern and audacious 
fiction and non-fiction titles loved by booksellers, critics and readers alike and are 
developed by committed men and women who share a vision for passionate books, 
French and foreign novels with a taste for beautiful stories, full-bodied and powerful 
characters, and the beauty of language. Their titles are marked by energy, desire, 
pleasure, experience sharing, and an impulse towards the world. Join us; you are here 
at home.

www.editionsdelamartiniere.fr/thematique/litterature
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Orig. Title: Chambre 128
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
288 pp.
January 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS 
English sample

For readers of Katherine Pancol 
and Anna Gavalda

Rights Sold
Italy | De Agostini  (preempt)

Germany | Zsolnay/Hanser (preempt) 

USA | St Martin’s Press (auction, WEL)

Israel | offers received

In the style of The Guernsey Literary and Potato 
Peel Pie Society, this epistolary novel, populated 
by incredibly endearing characters, shows how 
reading a book can lead to life-changing revela-
tions about ourselves.

In room 128 of the Beau Rivage hotel, on the Brittany coast, 
Anne-Lise discovers a manuscript. Inside, there is an ad-
dress. Like a bottle in the sea, she forwards this manuscript 
on to the one who might be its owner. But not before having 
read it… and oh, how touching the manuscript turns out to 
be! To her great surprise, Sylvestre, the author in question, 
answers to her message. The first reason is that he lost this 
manuscript in a France-Canada flight thirty-three years 
ago. And then, well, because the second part of the manu-
script she sent him has not in fact been written by him…

Sylvestre wishes only for peace and oblivion; however, to 
his great dismay Anne-Lise decides to conduct an investi-
gation. And in doing so, she will reconstruct the path of this 
manuscript that changed the lives of all those who had it in 
their hands. Through the letters exchanged by the charac-
ters, friendships are created, romance is born and tensions 
sometimes burst. Up until the final revelation: the secret be-
hind the manuscript.

Cathy Bonidan works as a teacher in Vannes and has been writing since the age of 14. 
It was through her desire to share what she was writing on a platform of independent 
authors that she has been spotted: she received her first literary prize and met the one 
who would become her publisher. An ironic plot twist for an author who wanted to re-
main anonymous!

Fiction
rOOM 128

cathy BOnidan
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Orig. Title: Le Parfum de 
l’hellébore
304 pp. | January 2017

Territory: World excl. French

Winner of 11 literary prizes

Rights Sold
Italy

A touching and sensitive debut novel that high-
lights how listening, sharing and friendship are the 
only values that can save people’s lives. Anne had 
been sent to Paris to work in the psychiatric center 
directed by her uncle. Anne observes an autistic boy 
and befriends anorexic Beatrice. Why does Beatrice’s 
journal stop suddenly the summer she is fourteen? 
What happened to Gilles? Did Anne and the gardener 
manage to save these two children?

the perfuMe Of the heLLeBOre rOSe
Also available: 

[W]hen I started turning the pages I couldn’t stop. This was such a touching, heartwarming novel […]. I found 
myself loving and rooting for these wonderful characters from beginning to end […] — Laura Apperson, Associate 
Editor, St Martin’s Press 
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Orig. Title: Dis, quand revien-
dras-tu ?
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
256 pp.
April 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS available soon

For readers of Aurélie Valognes 
and Virginie Grimaldi

Nine women. They all have one thing in com-
mon: they have all known Gabriel. His moth-
er, his daughters, his mistress… One after 
another, they uncover the multifaceted iden-
tity of this elusive man. A sensitive and mov-
ing debut novel.

A young girl, Louise, is taken by force to a convent. 
She’s only fourteen years old, yet it is becoming ex-
tremely difficult to hide her belly… Francoise, a kind 
and outspoken nurse, helps her to give birth. A few 
days later, mother and child are separated.

For eighteen years, Esther and Mamita, the child’s 
adoptive mother and grandmother, managed to keep 
Gabriel’s origins secret. Eventually, though, every-
thing has to be revealed.

Fleeing his adoptive family, Gabriel will try to rebuild 
a relationship with his wife, Laurence and their two 
daughters. However, Gabriel struggles not only with 
giving, but also, especially, with receiving. Mysterious 
and elusive, he doesn’t trust anyone.

Until one last woman enters his life.

Madeleine de Place was born in Paris in 1981. She always writes in her kitchen, with 
a cup of Lapsang by her side and classic radio in the background. She draws her inspira-
tion from authors such as Delphine de Vigan and Tatiana de Rosnay. 

Women’s Fiction

teLL Me, when wiLL yOu cOMe Back?

MadeLeine de pLace
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Orig. Title: Cool Killer
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
320 pp.
May 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS available soon

For readers of Brett Easton Ellis’s 
American Psycho and The De-
mon  by Hubert Selby Jr

A biting, unclassifiable, and skillfully writ-
ten tale, that is as funny as it is horrifying.

This is an abominable tale told by an abominable 
character. One in which the horror of modern society 
is chewed over and over, relentlessly, to the point of 
disgust and finally digested by social media and the 
“all news all the time” channels.

Like us, the antihero of this story has endured all 
the humiliation that has been thrust at him over the 
years. Until the day it all becomes too much to take. 
The day that he decides, with the slightest of gestures 
— barely more than a shrug — not to play that game 
any more. Now he has just one obsession: To destroy.

A man on a kick scooter, a vicious shove, a truck bar-
reling down the street: the hero of Cool Killer has 
just committed his first murder. The scene, caught on 
video by a passerby, is shocking. Replayed endlessly 
on the non-stop news channels, the video goes viral. 
But the killer feels zero remorse. On the contrary, he’s 
thrilled.

He is disgusted by the society he lives in, especially 
by the subjugation of the masses to screens. He’ll do 
whatever it takes to satisfy his morbid impulses and 
nihilistic vigilant obsession: manipulate his wife, 
sleep with a reporter, eliminate his colleagues one by 
one… Until he’s dreaming of pulverizing society.

Sébastien Dourver has been a producer for various sports and news channels. Cool Killer is 
his first novel. 

Thriller

cOOL kiLLer

SéBaStien dOurver
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Orig. Title: Petite philosophie des 
oiseaux 
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
160 pp.
September 2018

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS
English translation available soon

Rights Sold
Catalan | Angle

Croatia | Planetopija

Germany | Droemer Knaur (preempt)

Greece | Dioptra (auction)

Hungary | Park (auction)

Italy | Solferino (auction)

Korea | Darun (auction)

Netherlands | Kosmos (preempt)

Russia | Eksmo

Serbia | Prometej

Spain | Grijalbo (auction)

Taiwan | Chi Ming (auction)

Turkey | Domingo

UK | Ebury (preempt) 

USA | Dey Street Books

There is a lot birds can teach us. Through 
twenty-two little lessons of wisdom, inspired 
from how they live, this book invites us to 
re-centre our lives and pay closer attention 
to our natural inner needs.

Proving that help sometimes comes from the most un-
likely of sources, this lovely book reminds us to open 
our eyes and listen to the lessons of wisdom found in 
nature. What could be better than putting our busy 
lives on pause and listening to what the birds have to 
tell us? Through the way they live and interact with 
the world around them, these little philosophers can 
teach us an approach to life that is more profound and 
respectful of our true needs.

This book gives us twenty-two pearls of wisdom, short 
and sweet, to help us get reacquainted with our natu-
ral inner selves, hidden away somewhere inside us all.

– Where is true courage located? The eagle and the 
robin.

– The value of habits: the art of living a happy life.

– What happened to our sense of direction? The 
Mongolians, the godwit and the cuckoo

– Passion or reason: what is the best strategy in love? 
The mallard and the penguin

– Why do we travel? The arctic tern

Strong points: 

•	 22 short chapters each relaying a piece of wis-
dom learned from observing nature, and birds in 
particular.

•	 A book of wisdom to rediscover how to enjoy life’s 
simple, authentic moments, removed from our 
crazy modern lives.

Philippe J. Dubois is an ornithologist and writer. He has been passionate about birds 
since childhood and has travelled all over the world to see as many as he can. He has 
written several books on climate change and biodiversity, and heads Editions Delachaux 
et Niestlé, the oldest publisher of wildlife books in France. 

Having studied literature and philosophy, Elise Rousseau is a journalist and has writ-
ten about nature and animals. She has spent several years working in environmental 
protection.

Personal Development | Nature

a ShOrt phiLOSOphy Of BirdS

phiLippe J. duBOiS and eLiSe rOuSSeau
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Orig. Title:  Seules les femmes 
sont éternelles
288 pp. | November 2017

Territory: World excl. French 

Rights Sold
Germany 

A brilliant historical novel telling the story of Loulou 
Chandeleur, a private detective who disguises himself as a 
woman to avoid fighting in the war of 1914. 

An authentic insight into the difficult atmosphere of war 
and denunciation. For the four years of the war, it was 
women who kept France alive. This novel tells the story of 
a man who discovers a world of women. A book on the dif-
ficulty of being a woman – especially when you are a man.

OnLy wOMen Live fOrever

Winner of the Historia and Arsène Lupin Prizes, Frédéric Lenormand is an established 
writer of historical fiction. The idea of writing about Marie-Antoinette had been on his mind for 
quite some time before he suggested it to Éditions de La Martinière. The Du Barry Investigation 
(L’Enquête du Barry) is the first volume in the all-new In Marie-Antoinette’s Secret Service 
series.

frédéric LenOrMand

Orig. Title: Au service secret de 
Marie-Antoinette
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
320 pp.
May 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS available soon

Under Option
Germany 

Previous titles published in:
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germa-
ny, Italy, Portugal, Spain

The brand-new series In Marie-Antoinette’s 
Secret Service offers a delightful tour through 
the many secret passages and tunnels of the 
Palace of Versailles. From behind her fan and 
ribbons, the Queen keeps a keen eye on every-
thing that’s going on at Court. With the help of a 
picturesque pair of sleuths, a jewelry heist will 
be her first case. This droll, light-hearted nov-
el introduces us to a cunning and manipulative 
Marie-Antoinette through a truculent detective 
story.

Recently wed to Louis XVI, Marie-Antoinette is soon 
bored by her new role. Balls and finery aren’t enough to 
entertain her. An antique jewelry theft will offer her a 
chance to develop new skills, this time as a detective. 
For the sake of her mission, she assigns the role of spies 
to Rose, a milliner, and to Léonard, a hairdresser. The 
only problem is that Rose and Léonard can’t stand each 
other. Rose is compulsively neat and orderly; Léonard, a 
reveler. The only words they ever trade are insults. But 
they’re going to have to learn to get along if they want to 
earn a spot in Court. Their investigation begins in town, 
where two murdered bodies have just been found. Are 
the murders connected to the jewelry heist? Will the two 
servants manage to curry favor with the Queen by find-
ing the treasure? Hidden by her fan and her towering 
hair-dos, Marie-Antoinette will take on an entirely dif-
ferent role than the one assigned to her!

Cosy Crime Fiction (series)

in Marie-antOinette’S Secret Service

Also available: 
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Orig. Title: Diskø
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de La 
Martinière Littérature
416 pp.
March 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS 
English sample 

Under Option
Iceland 

After the success of Qaanaaq, Mo Malø returns 
to the Inuit land, where Inspector Qaanaaq 
Adriensen, who has become police chief in 
Greenland, continues to be amazed by local 
quirks. 

This time, a corpse found frozen in an iceberg disrupts 
the serenity of the large white island. Following the 
likes of Ian Manook’s Yeruldelgger and Olivier Truc, 
Mo Malø pens a new atmospheric and completely differ-
ent crime novel. In the local Greenlandic Police station, 
days are long. Danish inspector Qaanaaq Adriensen and 
his assistant, Inuit Apputiku Kalakeq, kill time playing 
Greenlandic roulette, a variation of the Russian rou-
lette. Until one day a corpse is found frozen in an ice-
berg on the tourist bay of Diskø. Only his face and the 
top of his torso are visible. Maybe he slid into a crevasse 
that turned up out of nowhere… However, the case is 
more complicated than it may look like. The victim, an 
American scientist, did not in fact fall: he was trapped 
alive in the ice block. Who could have committed such 
a brutal crime against this man, or against his beliefs?

In the middle of adrift icebergs, Qaanaaq and his team 
are trying to identify the motives for this crime, when a 
second murder takes place and this time the victim is 
one of their colleagues. Ferocious and wild, Greenland’s 
Mother Nature has not said her last word yet…

Mo Malø has written several books under different pen names. He lives in France. 
Diskø is a new investigation of Inspector Qaanaaq Adriensen.

Crime Fiction

diSkø

A political and ecological crime novel set in Greenland. Exotic. A book to read with a map just in front of you. –  Les 

Echos

The perfect book to hibernate, even in the middle of the summer. — Advantage

MO MaLø
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Orig. Title: Qaanaaq
496 pp. | May 2018

English sample  available

12,000+ copies sold

Rights Sold
Iceland 

Life in Greenland seems peaceful enough. But beyond 
the landscapes’ virginal snow lies tension between 
the natives and the settlers and the threat of inher-
ent danger. When a series of unexplained murders oc-
curs, a Danish inspector of Inuit descent is dispatched 
to the scene. His name? Qaanaaq. Having renounced 
his Inuit ancestry, returning to his country of origin 
brings back ghosts from the past.

QaanaaQ

Also available: 



Founded in March 2017 with the publication of L’Impérial Socialiste by Didier Van 
Cauwelaert a.k.a Louis Badinguet, Massot Éditions is a generalist publishing house 
that considers changes in society, whether practical, scientific, or spiritual, and 
provides the tools to participate in this change. The publishing house intends to 
publish fifteen to twenty titles per year in a variety of novels, essays, and comic strips. 
Massot Éditions is directed by Florent Massot, independent editor for 35 years and 
discoverer of numerous authors in France.

www.massot.com
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Orig. Title: La mule et le sanglier. 
L’incroyable aventure des enfants 
de la grotte
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Massot Editions
128 pp.
March 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS 

All the ingredients for a successful children’s 
book: soccer, heroic children, a tale about a 
princess, ghosts, and more. A story that illus-
trates the importance of meditation, team spir-
it and sticking together to get through a crisis.

On June 23rd 2018, twelve boys and their 25-year-
old coach – all on the Wild Boars football team from 
a province in northern Thailand – disappeared inside 
the Tham Luang cave system, one of the largest and 
most mysterious ones in the country. An unprecedent-
ed rescue operation involving 10,000 volunteers from 
Thailand and around the world enabled all 13 Wild 
Boars to be found 10 days later. They had taken shel-
ter in a room 2 miles from the entrance. It took eight 
more days for the world’s most-experienced divers and 
cavers to bring the boys and their coach out, at the risk 
of losing their own lives. Through these pages we can 
relive the rescue step by step… all the way to the happy 
ending!

Strong points: 

•	 The first comic-book version of this incredible 
story;

•	 Massot Éditions is known for discovering new tal-
ents – see, for example, the success of Emma;

•	 All the ingredients for a successful children’s book: 
football, heroic children, a tale about a princess, 
ghosts, and more;

•	 Ages 8 & up;

•	 A story that illustrates the importance of med-
itation, team spirit and sticking together to get 
through a crisis.

Léa Hybre is a young illustrator who lives in Paris. She graduated from Ecole Duperré 
in 2016, and has had illustrations published in magazines like Hobbies and Mode pra-
tiques. Thierry Falise is a free-lance photo-journalist who has been living in Bangkok 
since 1991. He covers south-east Asia and India for newspapers from around the world, 
as well as French television stations. He has written several books about Burma, and is 
the author of the book that inspired this comic-book version of the rescue tale: Trapped 
(Massot Éditions, October 2018).

Graphic Non-Fiction

the MuLe and the BOar. SOccer, MeditatiOn and adventure! 

Léa hyBre & thierry faLiSe
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Also available:

The text version of the book published October 2018, 224 pp.

English sample available.

Thierry Falise

PRIS AU

L’incroyable sauvetage des  
enfants de la grotte  

thaïlandaise

MASSOT
ÉDITIONS
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Orig. Title: Étranger parmi les vifs
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Massot Editions
448 pp.
February 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS 

2nd book in a 5-volume series; 
each volume can be read inde-
pendently

PASCAL BACQUÉ

« Je vous accuse, tous et chacun, d’avoir témoigné par le Moi, d’avoir 
juré par le Moi, d’avoir existé par le Moi, d’avoir ergoté par le Moi, 
d’avoir crayonné par le Moi, peintres aux gestes mesquins et satisfaits, 
écrivains aux tournoiements babillards, trompettes de Moi, à peine 
rangés sous le cache-sexe de vos regards graves et de vos épures de 
tricoteuses, généraux d’armées de coton, petits corps serrés et gansés 
dans la satisfaction de vos régimes, bavards de téléphones et de rues, 
bavards de dîners et d’infantiles mesquineries, politiques de poussière, 
acteurs et actrices de bégaiements pathétiques, musiciens de phtisie 
crachotteuse, et seulement, seulement, de tout petits Moi gentiment 
égrainés en grappilles identiques, je vous accuse, tous et chacun, d’avoir 
trahi la vérité de votre nombre. »

Que fait un écrivain quand le monde s’écroule ? 
Il choisit d’écrire dans son cahier magique, pour qu’en naissent des 
formules et des enchantements. Drôle, cruel et somptueusement 
poétique, ce nouveau roman nous emporte dans une expérience de 
lecture inédite.
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Sur « La Guerre de la terre
et des hommes », tome 1 : 

« Un roman initiatique 
et métaphysique qui 
enveloppe 6 000 ans 
d’histoire pour éclairer
 la face cachée du monde. 
Éblouissant et fou. » 

Sébastien Lapaque, 
Le Figaro Littéraire

Né à Rennes en 1969, 
Pascal Bacqué est un écrivain, 
poète et auteur de théâtre 
français. À côté de ses écrits, 
il se consacre à l’étude juive. 
Il vit à Paris.

La Guerre de la terre 
et des hommes

Massot Éditions / Sophie Wiesenfeld Éditions

ÉTRANGER 
PARMI LES VIFS

23,90€

979-1-09716-03-40 
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ÉTRANGER 
PARMI LES VIFS

La Guerre de la terre 
et des hommes

An imposing book, a world that invents itself; epic 
like Tolkien, corrosive like Houellebecq, dizzying 
as a page of the Talmud… and as lyrical as Victor 
Hugo!

To confront the fate of the West – its nations, religions, his-
tory, etc. – in such a way is a rare and ambitious undertak-
ing. In order to embark on this odyssey, the author plumbs 
his poetic imagination to create a myth weaving in all the 
major world figures of literature, music, politics... His su-
perb writing is laden with lyrical flashes of brilliance, a 
keen sense of observation, and uplifting humor. This is a 
ground-breaking book for our time.

Pascal Bacqué is a poet and a writer and a devotee of the Talmud. His work has evolved 
gradually, from the poetic form  as well as via artistic collaborations (as director of the 
collection « Libelles » for L’âge d’Homme, Member of the editorial board of the maga-
zine La Règle du Jeu, working for three years as director of the French Talmudic College 
with René Lévy.) He has authored Imperium (L’âge d’Homme, 2007), The Legend of 
Elias (L’âge d’Homme, 2011), Ode to the end of the world (L’âge d’Homme, 2014), Jewish 
law, civil law, natural law. Letters on marriage for all and its consequences yet to un-
fold (with Jean-Claude Milner, Grasset, 2014). 

Literary Fiction
Stranger aMOng the Living

paScaL BacQué
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Stunning and amazing. — Le Figaro

The epic poet of our era is called Bacqué. — Le Point

This isn’t a book, it’s a symphony. — Jean-François Zygel

An incredible journey through human beings’ eternal questions.  — Charlotte Rampling

Orig. Title: La guerre de la terre 
et des hommes
400 pp. | February 2018

Material Available
French MS 
English samples

La Guerre 
de la terre 

et des hommes

PASCAL BACQUÉ

Massot littérature

Roman

« J’aime qu’un auteur ait aujourd’hui une ambition folle avec le monde, et 
vienne avec un livre-monstre. J’aime qu’il réanime la poétique et la langue 
française par un mythe, qui prend Tolkien comme un point d’appui.  J’aime 
me trouver ici en compagnie de Churchill et de Jean Genet, de Georges 
Bataille, de Walter Benjamin… 
J’aime l’idée que depuis l’aube de l’Histoire, quelque chose de notre avenir 
se joue dans la tension entre la Tourbe primitive et soixante-dix descen-
dants de Noé, dépositaires du bâton de Moïse… J’aime ce mélange vertigi-
neux, talmudique, d’érudition et d’humour facétieux. Bienvenue dans cette 
Arche de Bacqué ! »

François Samuelson, agent littéraire.

« Lorsque j’ai découvert le texte de Pascal Bacqué, j’ai tout de suite eu le 
sentiment d’être devant un livre exceptionnel, devant l’ambition d’expliquer 
la face cachée du monde. De raconter le combat de la tourbe fondamentale 
et du bâton de la connaissance, seul capable, peut-être, de s’opposer au 
pouvoir du mal. Je pense que La Guerre de la terre et des hommes est un livre 
qui fera date non seulement dans l’histoire de la littérature mais également 
dans l’histoire tout court. »

Jean-Claude Fasquelle, ancien PDG des éditions Grasset & Fasquelle.

« Ici se déroule le Roman de l’Histoire. Il faut le prendre au pied de la lettre, 
car sa lettre est esprit. Pascal Bacqué en est le scribe facétieux. Je veux dire : 
réfractaire. D’autant qu’il reprend le flambeau de James Joyce.»

Paul Audi, philosophe et écrivain.

« La Guerre de la terre et des hommes est une œuvre inclassable, aussi limpide que 
prolifique, traversée par un souffle puissant qui bouscule les siècles. »

Antoine Mercier, France Culture.
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La Guerre 
de la terre 

et des hommes
« Ce singulier récit raconte 
l’histoire du monde à travers les 
intrigues de la Seconde guerre 
mondiale, la grande politique, 
la Papauté, l’art et la littérature, 
Genet et Proust plus que Céline 
et Jünger (même s’ils passent en 
chemin!).» 
Bruno Pinchard, philosophe, 
Doyen du département de 
Philosophie, Université Lyon III.

« Cette œuvre de fiction dit la 
réalité avec une puissance qui 
n’écrase jamais, celle des œuvres 
vraies, de celles qui, sans qu’on 
sache au juste pourquoi ni 
comment, éclairent le monde en 
en disant ce qui jusque-là n’avait 
pas été dit.» 
Gilles Hanus, philosophe, directeur 
des Cahiers d’études lévinassiennes.

« En son genre propre, l’ouvrage 
de Pascal Bacqué est des plus 
impressionnants, par la culture 
si étendue,  l’acuité stylistique, 
la virtuosité polyphonique et 
l’ambition si manifeste. C’est un 
grand livre.»
Denis Kambouchner, philosophe, 
écrivain, professeur à la Sorbonne.

« Il nous est difficile, voire 
impossible, de rattacher ce livre 
à un autre. Cette mythologie est 
comparable  à celle du Seigneur 
des Anneaux, mais Pascal Bacqué 
va plus loin : pénétré de littérature 
universelle, il offre à notre monde 
un mythe original, nouveau, 
mais qui paraît évident après la 
lecture de ce premier tome. Et l’on 
s’étonne de ne pas avoir eu plus 
tôt en mains la clé de lecture de 
l’histoire européenne.» 
Marko Despot, éditeur et traducteur.

« À travers l’histoire réelle ou 
surréelle de personnages eux-
mêmes historiques ou imaginaires, 
on devine une méditation sur 
le destin, à très long terme, de 
trois peuples européens. Un livre 
trouble et troublant.» 
Rémi Brague, philosophe, écrivain, 
professeur à la Sorbonne.

A book about war, land and what it means to 
be human

After having established a millennial décor, the 
monster-book is back. Right now. It makes us test 
ourselves, our anxieties and absurdities…. in a nut-
shell, our meaning. A veritable literary world is born. 
Inspired, awe-inspiring, and… hilarious.

An invitation to the ‘Train Bleu’, the legendary bar in 
Paris’s Gare de Lyon train station. A diabolically mys-
terious and fascinating character, Peter Gantyr, has 
summoned an obscure writer, Pascal B., to meet him 
there. Gantyr will use Pascal to destroy the world, be-
cause the fate of mankind is in the hands of in a few 
words and a couple of phrases. But there are other 
forces at work here as well: there’s John “Lucky” Stuart 
Bute, with his visionary cat, Sir Winston. And there’s 
music: turf music, web music. And there are brilliant 
men, like the Double Monsieur, an extraordinary in-
vention of a dual character. And there is the insistent 
presence of a few ghosts: Ian Bute, Churchill, Tolkien 
and others...

the war Of the earth and the Men

Also available: 
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Orig. Title: Un autre regard. 
Trucs en vrac pour voir les choses 
autrement
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Massot Editions
112 pp. each
Vol. 1: May 2017
Vol. 2: November 2017
Vol. 3: September 2018
Vol. 4: Fall 2019

Territory: World excl. French and 
Korean

Material Available
French MS
English translation vols. 1+2

Rights Sold
Korea | Woorinabi - vol. 1
Italy | Centauria - vol. 1
USA | Seven Stories - vols. 1-4
ANZ | Allen & Unwin - vols. 1+2
Spain | Lumen/PRH - vols. 1+2
Portugal | Bertrand - vols. 1-3

35,000+ copies sold for Vol. 1
28,000+ copies sold for Vol. 2
22,000+ copies sold for Vol. 3

By the author-illustrator of The Mental Load

“I read lots of things and then categorize them by 

theme. After a while, I start to feel like a particular 

theme should be shared with the public. I summarize 

the theme and anchor the theoretical idea in our pri-

vate lives, in the personal experiences that allow me 

to touch each reader. That’s how I finally became in-

terested in social politics, which I had always found 

obnoxious before. 

I came across scenes from my own life in feminist 

articles I read. There was no way that these things 

could have happened to so many women all over 

the world without a connection! Then I read articles 

explaining how categories of people experience sim-

ilar things: there’s a system. Using these events we 

go through alone and showing people that they are 

in fact shared experiences reveals the importance of 

the context. From there, we can change the context to 

change our personal experiences.”

Emma’s stories are as funny as it is touching and 

informative.

Volume 2 includes viral comic strip on “The Mental 

Load” and other similar, ‘engaged’ themes: feminism, 

immigration, social justice, domestic violence, rem-

iniscent of Sweden’s Liv Strömquist’s comic strips.

www.emmaclit.com

Named one of the Six Women of the Year in 2018 by Parisian daily 20 minutes and ac-
claimed by all media outlets, Emma, the peerless 37-year-old author of The Mental Load 
has been translated into several languages. She lives in Paris and also works as a software 
engineer. As a former “Stop harcèlement de rue” (“stop street harassment”) activist, she 
now channels her feminist passion into “putting information out there.”

Comics (series)

anOther LOOk. a Bunch Of Stuff tO See thingS differentLy vOLS. 1 - 3

Emma’s strong, smart, clear-eyed book gives us the language (and the urgent desire) to shout from the 
rooftops about the maddening, unacknowledged injustices women face every day. It validates all the 
thoughts I have about being a woman and didn’t have words for. — Liana Finck, author of Passing for 
Human: A Graphic Memoir

eMMa
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Orig. Title: Le Roi de la Montagne
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Massot Editions
240 pp. 
January 2019

Territory: World excl. French 

Material Available
French MS
English sample

Martine Le Coz received support 
from the Ethnic Arts Foundation, 
the Art Institute of Mithila, histo-
rians from the Universities of New 
Delhi and Patna, as well as local 
historians and artists. The heart 
of this tale was transmitted to 
her directly by a family from the 
dalit (“oppressed”) community 
of Dusadh, with whom she has 
established a strong relationship 
based on trust and sharing. So 
The King of the Mountain, which 
is both poetic and literary, is not 
a personal work of fiction, but an 
actual transcription of the “Saga 
of the Untouchables.”

MASSOT Éditions

DE LA
ROI
LE

MONTAGNE

MARTINE LE COZ

L’ÉPOPÉE DU ROI SALHESH

The first ever transcription of the Saga of the Un-
touchables
After the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, here is the 
story of the King of the Mountain, as told in the oral tra-
dition and transcribed in its entirety for the first time, by 
Martine Le Coz. She based her work on stories, paintings 
and drawings she collected in northern India, near the In-
do-Nepalese border. 
This hitherto unknown tale really strikes a chord in today’s 
world. The hero bears a message of social justice, makes 
room for women, and invites us all to recognize our shared 
universal responsibility for protecting all living things, as 
advocated by the Dalai Lama. Its accuracy has been saluted 
by historians: the hero really did establish brotherhood as 
a form of government some time around the 7th century, in 
a vast region reaching from the Ganges to the Himalayas. 
Guided by an inner light, young Jaybhardan - the King of 
Himalaya, when he reaches the age to take up the respon-
sibilities of his rank, refuses either to marry or to inherit 
the throne. Instead, he chooses to be reborn among the un-
touchables, with the help of a midwife called Urmila. Leav-
ing the kingdom with his elephants, he manages to reach 
the lands of King Bhim Sain, who directs him to the mar-
velous garden of Pakaria, where his daughter Chandravati 
lives. 
Surrounded by more and more companions, Salhesh -Jay-
bhardan  after becoming Untouchable - still has to reconnect 
with his feminine side and with the magical forces of Nature  
in order to achieve Original Unity.
Having completed his initiatory journey, he reestablishes 
the ancient union of Duty and Love as a form of govern-
ment and yields power to the midwife Urmila so that she 
can bring humanity enlightened by concern for others, dia-
logue and respect for all living things into the world.   

Martine Le Coz is a novelist (2001 Renaudot Prize for Céleste, Ed. du Rocher) and 
illustrator. Since 2012, she has been committed to working with artists in northern 
India, to whom she has devoted several books (Mithila, Women’s Honor, Ed. Michalon/
L’Harmattan, 2013; Krishna’s Daughters Speak Up, Ed. Fauves, 2016; Mithila Dream, 
Looking at the Devanagari Alphabet, Ethnic Art Foundation Press, 2014). She designed 
the Seven Saris Indian oracle card deck (drawings and texts), co-published by Massot-
Trédaniel in 2018. 

Indian Philosophy | Spirituality

the king Of the MOuntain. the epOS Of king SaLheSh

Thanks to Martine’s […] access, research, and insight, I will learn much more about this crucially important Dusadh 
general, king, and god. He is central to the lives of millions of people in India, and should be much better known and 
appreciated internationally.  […] It is an important step in expanding the broader understanding of this magisterial 
north Indian hero. — David Szanton, President of the Ethnic Arts Foundation, California

Martine Le cOz
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Orig. Title: Comment nous allons
sauver le monde. Notre affaire à 
tous
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Massot Editions
32 pp. 
March 2019

Territory: World excl. French 

Material Available
French MS

First print run: 120,000+ copies 

IL EST TARD. Plus tard que nous ne  
le pensons. Nous avons vécu dans le déni.  
Nous nous réveillons au bord de l’apocalypse. 
La température monte inexorablement.  
Nous sommes déjà des millions 
à comprendre l’urgence. Il ne nous reste  
que quelques années pour changer  
de système, c’est notre dernière chance.

CRÉONS un « nous » de résistance  
et de vigilance.  Incriminons tout  
pouvoir, toute institution complices  
du réchauffement climatique. 

POURSUIVONS-LES en justice.  
Forçons-les à agir. Soyons prêts à désobéir. 

LUTTONS contre l’asservissement  
de la Terre, luttons contre ceux  
qui la dominent. Nous dominent. 

Nous n’avons pas le droit d’échouer.

Notre affaire à tous multiplie les recours juridiques contre 
les gouvernements, l’Union européenne, les multinationales et  
ceux qui les financent. Plus de deux millions de citoyens ont déjà  
signé la pétition l’Affaire du siècle, qui appuie la poursuite en  
justice de l’État français pour inaction climatique. Notre démarche  
est collective, le mouvement pour le climat n’appartient à personne.  
Ce manifeste est donc le vôtre.

MASSOT ÉDITIONS

COMMENT 
NOUS 
ALLONS 
SAUVER  
LE MONDE
MANIFESTE POUR  
UNE JUSTICE 
CLIMATIQUE
NOTRE AFFAIRE A TOUS

979-10-97160-76-0 — 3,90 €
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Everybody’s Business has filed lawsuits 
against individual governments and the Eu-
ropean Union, against multinational cor-
porations and those who fund them. So far, 
over two million citizens have signed the Af-
faire du siècle (Case of the Century) petition, 
which supports the lawsuit against France 
for climate inaction. Our approach is collec-
tive; the climate movement belongs to all of 
us. So this is YOUR manifesto.

On January 10, 2019, the “Case of the Century” peti-
tion passed the milestone of two million signatures. 
Its purpose is to lend support to the lawsuit against 
the French government for “climate inaction.” Why 
do we need to change the system? How can we work 
together to achieve that? Can this model be repro-
duced by other grass-roots movements? How do we 
create a “we” composed of resistance and vigilance 
in order to incriminate any power structure or insti-
tution that is an accomplice to global warming? This 
manifesto is a call to rebel against the inaction of the 
“land of human rights” (as France has long styled it-
self), and to defend the Paris Agreement. Based on 
a large number of scientific studies, it assesses the 
state of our planet and points out the necessity for 
global mobilization.
 

Notre affaire à tous (Everybody’s Business) is a non-profit organization formed in 
the summer of 2015. The nine founding members are: Julien Bayou, Valérie Cabanes, 
Béatrice Fainzang, Wandrille Jumeaux, Vincent Madeline, Ingrid Metton, Samanta No-
vella, Marie Toussaint and Victor Vauquois. Rooted in the struggle to preserve nature, 
the organization works to establish climate justice. Its goal is to fight against climate 
change, the nuclear disaster, the depletion of natural resources, etc. Website: notreaf-
faireatous.org

Manifesto

hOw we’re gOing tO Save the wOrLd. ManifeStO fOr cLiMate JuStice

The most-signed petition in French history. — Les Inrocks

Marie tOuSSaint & Judith perrigOn
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Created in 2009, Editions de l’Opportun publish 60 non-fiction titles per year. 
The main subjects covered in our books are history, humor, health, pets and 
personal development. With this wide range of topics, the motto of Editions de 
l’Opportun is: discover, laugh and surprise!

www.editionsopportun.com
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Orig. Title: Agir & Penser comme 
un chat Saison 2
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
256 pp. | March 2019

English translation of 1st volume 
available

200,000+ copies sold in the 1st 
volume

Under Option
Germany, Portugal, Spain, Catalan, 
Italy, Poland, Greece, Turkey, Bul-
garia, Korea, Japan, Taiwan, China, 
Netherlands, World English, Brazil, 
Estonia, Ukraine, Czech Republic, 
Sweden, Russia, Hungary, Vietnam

hOw tO Live Like yOur cat SeaSOn 2
The best-seller comes back with sequel! A fun 
present for cat lovers everywhere: a light-
hearted self-help guide to help you live more 
like your cat.

“Whether we talk about love, health or work, a cat’s way of 
life can be a source of endless tips and tricks to live life at it 
fullest. Ziggy, my cat, kept giving even more secret tips to 
live by, tips he made me promise to share before he passed 
away a few weeks ago…” — Stéphane Garnier

“You did well with How To Live Like Your Cat, but you 
missed a few things! Especially if you truly want to learn 
how to think, act, live and love like me. Stéphane told 
me that many readers enjoyed my advice, so we made an 
agreement to give you even more tips – these tips, based 
on a cat’s way of life, will be your key to happiness! So sit 
down, relax, and let me take you on a second, longer jour-
ney in the daily life of a cat – my pleasure!”—  Ziggy

Stéphane Garnier has written novels, essays, news 
stories, humoristic sketches, and is a concept developer, 
chronicler, and lyricist. He is a powerful observer of the 
human experience. He lives in Lyon, France. The first sea-
son of How to Live Like Your Cat was sold in 28 countries, 
with over 200,000 copies sold in France.

Personal Development | Pets

Orig. Title: La mythologie selon 
Game of Thrones
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Gwendal Fossois
288 pp. 
April 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

A must-read for all Game of Thrones fans!

Game of Thrones is a phenomenon. Its creator, George 
R. R. Martin, is a living god with an impressive erudi-
tion. Season after season, he has captivated millions 
of viewers and his work still fascinates the world.

Gwendal Fossois is a GoT fan and a lover of mythology, 
and has combined his two passions in a book, where 
he studies the mythology of the Seven Kingdoms in 
great detail. Lovers of the series will enjoy reading 
about the world-building, the characters, and the hid-
den symbols of this literary universe, which owes a 
great deal to mythology.

The work of Gwendal Fossois will allow you to better 
understand and decipher the mythological intricacies 
of George R. R. Martin’s work.

Pop Culture

MythOLOgy accOrding tO gaMe Of thrOneS 
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Orig. Title: Agir & Penser comme 
James Bond
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Stéphane Garnier
224 pp.
February 2020

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS available soon

hOw tO Live Like JaMeS BOnd
Act and think like James Bond

On the occasion of the world-wide release of the next 
James Bond movie, Editions de l’Opportun have de-
cided to publish a pop culture sequel to the worldwide 
bestseller How to Live Like Your Cat by Stéphane 
Garnier, which has sold 200,000 copies in France 
with rights sold to 28 countries. 

Following the same principle, pop culture specialist, 
Stéphane Garnier (who has authored How to Live 
Like Your Cat) has sought to explore James Bond’s 
main inspiring character traits. 

Personal Development | Pop Culture

Orig. Title: Agir & Penser comme 
Dark Vador
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Gwendal Fossois
224 pp.
November 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS available soon

Act and think like Darth Vader

On the occasion of the world-wide release of the Star 
Wars movie, Editions de l’Opportun have decided to 
publish a pop culture sequel to the worldwide best-
seller How to Live Like Your Cat by Stéphane Garnier, 
which has sold 200,000 copies in France with rights 
sold to 28 countries. 

Following the same principle, pop culture specialist 
Gwendal Fossois (who has authored The Mythology 
According to Game of Thrones) has sought to explore 
Darth Vader’s main inspiring character traits. 

Personal Development | Pop Culture

hOw tO Live Like darth vader
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Orig. Title: Maigrir grâce à l’auto-
hypnose 
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Sandrine Belmont
224 pp. 
January 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

Sandrine Belmont’s book will give you tips to con-
trol your relationship with food and will help you to 
find a long-lasting all-encompassing balance, that 
is essential to any weight loss – without any diet 
plan!

When you come home after a long day and want to relax, you 
open the fridge. You mechanically eat something without even 
realizing that it is not about hunger and that it does not solve 
anything. Indeed, conditional behaviours lead us to use food 
to reward ourselves, to please, or to calm us down. Nibbling, 
hyperphagia, sugar addiction… You know that you have to 
stop it, but sometimes it gets the best you. Self-Hypnosis can 
help us to change the way we see things and is the best way to 
change those automatic behaviors.

This type of Hypnosis, used to lose weight, is very different 
from hypnosis used as a trick on stage. It is not about over-
powering the other. Hypnosis is in fact a natural state of your 
being that you already know and that you will learn to develop 
further using your thoughts and your imagination.

Hypnosis is not going to make you lose weight magically. To 
lose weight, you have to change your attitude towards food. 
However, hypnosis can improve your motivation and change 
your perception of what is satisfying, so that you’ll feel no dis-
comfort in saying no to specific foods.

hOw tO LOSe weight with SeLf-hypnOSiS

Orig. Title: Stupéfiant ! Le chan-
vre va-t-il sauver le monde ?
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Dr. Franck Gigon
352 pp. 
January 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

What if this taboo plant, banned in many countries, 
became the plant of the third millennium? Glorified 
by some and attacked by others, hemp certainly 
has the power of not leaving anyone indifferent.

This plant has been an essential resource for both humans 
and animals since the Neolithic, and has been used for centu-
ries to manufacture vegetable fibers and as a therapeutic rem-
edy. Its psychoactive properties, however, can have a strong 
impact on the mind.

In light of the latest scientific discoveries, it is becoming in-
creasingly clear that we need to turn our attention back to 
hemp. This plant’s incredible therapeutic and nutritional pow-
er, as well as its various technological and ecological uses, po-
sitions hemp as a possible future solution to many of society’s 
ills, be they medical, nutritional or environmental.

If we set aside our prejudices, we will soon realise we need 
revise the legislation that is currently defining hemp’s use and 
limiting its scientific and even industrial exploitation.

the praiSe Of heMp
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Orig. Title: Pourquoi les bananes 
sont-elles courbées ?
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Jean-Baptiste Giraud
462 pp. 
January 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

5,000+ copies sold

If you’re curious about life, this is THE book for 
you!

Why do we not feel the Earth rotating? Why does glue not 
stick to the tube? Why do forks have four prongs? Why do 
mosquitoes bite? Why are bananas bent?

Society, history, science, animals, phrases… This book ad-
dresses a variety of issues on every possible topic, in order 
to gain a better understanding of the world around us and 
to bust the little myths of everyday life.

Jean-Baptiste Giraud answers more than 250 (almost) ex-
istential questions with precision, humour and cleverness. 
We ask ourselves these questions at least once in our lives! 
Each answer will enrich your general knowledge, provide 
you with surprising trivia and deconstruct our precon-
ceived ideas.

Humor
why are BananaS Bent?

Orig. Title: C’est vraiment trop 
con de finir comme ça !
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Stéphane Garnier
352 pp. 
January 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

There are countless ways to die, but this book 
probably mentions the most stupid ones of all!

Getting hit in the head by a tennis ball, doing a parachute 
jump… without a parachute, getting crushed by a construc-
tion machine during safety training, getting electrocuted 
while urinating on an electric pylon, diving into a pond 
pestered with crocodiles to escape the police, choking to 
death on a hamburger… Every story in this book is guaran-
teed to surprise you, horrify you and make you laugh!

Stéphane Garnier loves to tell stories, especially ones 
where reality surpasses our imagination. This book is a 
proof of that, and every story in it is 100% true!

Humor
what a ShaMe tO die Like thiS!

Orig. Title: Attachez vos ceintures 
! Les confidences d’une hôtesse 
de l’air
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Isabelle Tronquet
XXX pp. 
April 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

Fasten your seat belts: Isabelle Tronquet is mak-
ing another stopover – at a bookstore near you!

Isabelle Tronquet works as stewardess on long-haul air-
crafts for a big airline. During her stops, she loves to write 
down anecdotes that happen in the sky.

After her initial success in 2015, she’s now coming back 
with a trolley full of pithy, shocking and hilarious new 
stories.

Today on the menu: nervous breakdowns, mile-high sex, 
savage fights and cabin crew who snitch about their most 
annoying passengers.

Be it from Paris to Tokyo or from Paris to New York, pas-
sengers on these flights dare everything: look out for some 
turbulent surprises!

Humor

faSten yOur Seat BeLtS! the Secret diary Of a StewardeSS
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Orig. Title: Vie de mère
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Madeleine De Place & 
Alexandre Varga 
352 pp. 
January 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

A hilarious testimony, guaranteed 100% real 
life experiences!

Madeleine de Place is a thirty-year-old mother, lead-
ing a happy yet rational life.

With the help of Alexandre Varga’s drawings, this 
young woman returns to the most surprising experi-
ence of her life: motherhood!

Sleepless nights, overflowing diapers, overcrowded 
waiting rooms, baby blues, folding and closing trendy 
strollers, the fight over bottle feeding… To be hon-
est, the daily life of a young mother often looks like 
Chinese water torture.

Once the excitement of childbirth has worn off, young 
mothers are left with a host of fresh new issues: what 
about the baby’s impact on the couple’s social life? Or 
the new family’s daily life and finances? Not to men-
tion, every mother’s struggle to get back in shape!

Parenting | Humor

MOtherhOOd

Orig. Title: Patients casse-couilles
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Sonia Camay
288 pp. 
March 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

200 incredible but true gems!

Sonia Camay is an emergency doctor. Her job is to heal 
small kids and big sores… but not only that! She must 
also listen to surprising grievances, manage inappro-
priate attitudes, and divert crises of all kinds! Doctor, 
social worker, psychologist, confidante, punching 
ball, Sonia Camay must be all this at the same time…

– I’m about to give birth! Can someone take care of 
my children at home?

– My boss is going to kill me: I slept through my alarm 
again. Without a doctor certificate, he’ll fire me. Write 
the justification you want!

– Let’s get this straight: my father will be ninety-eight 
next week… It’s because of his pacemaker, isn’t it?

– I need a certificate for my husband proving that I 
did not sleep with my boss.

Humor

pain in the aSS patientS
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Orig. Title: Le manuel de la 
daronne 
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Baptiste Staub
160 pp. 
March 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

An efficient book, hilarious and so true that 

every mother will easily relate to it.

Baptiste Staub is an illustrator… and a dad! The au-

thor of the remarkable Daddy’s Manual – in which 

he described his new daily life as a father in a very 

humoristic way and with a beautiful pencil stroke 

– comes back with a new subject: his wife… the 

“Mommy”!

More than 80 uncompromising drawings showing 

the new daily life of this pretty thirty-year-old wom-

an, her new schedule and the cause of all upheaval.

Parenting | Humor 

MOMMy’S ManuaL

Orig. Title: Le manuel du Daron 
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Baptiste Staub
160 pp.
September 2017

Territory: World excl. French

5,000+ copies sold

Becoming a father: what a story!

Baptiste Staub is an ordinary father! Far from the 

stereotypical image who wants the mother to take 

parental leave to take care of her child, Baptiste 

played stay-at-home father for his kid 24/7! The re-

sult? A funny, practical and iconic book that is going 

to help all dads through every situation!

Full of illustrations, this book is going to help you 

become a real Daddy! Bottles, diapers, cries, stewed 

fruits, fun activities… Being a dad is an honest and 

fun job, but also tiring. Thanks to Baptiste Staub’s 

tips and humor, you are not going to make the inex-

perienced dad’s slip-ups! 

Parenting | Humor

daddy’S ManuaL

Also available: 
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Orig. Title: La mère parfaite a 
pris cher !
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Virginie Duplessy
224 pp. 
January 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

In her new book, Virginie Duplessy’s humor 
hits hard. The illustrations are poignant 
and every reader will recognize all the un-
bearably perfect mothers they know in these 
pages.

Virginie Duplessy managed to draw the portrait of the 
perfect mother. The one that only exists in the minds 
of normal mothers! Remember? She only ate organ-
ic food, her husband was handsome and smart, her 
kids were well behaved and she was managing LIKE 
ANYBODY ELSE!

But with her 40th birthday fast approaching, her de-
lusions of grandeur dissolved, and normalcy finally 
prevailed! And you can bet some of her friends are 
going to be so happy about it…

This book is sharp, funny and so modern!

Parenting | Humor

the perfect MOther gOt it right in the face! 

Orig. Title: Comme des bêtes ! 
Les animaux au lit
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions de 
l’Opportun
Author: Caroline Lepage
224 pp. 
January 2019

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS

Following her passion for the animal world, 
Caroline Lepage has written many books on 
many animal-related topics. This time, she 
decided to focus of the different mating hab-
its of more than 100 animal species!

Hedgehogs, lizards, whales, pandas, slugs, kanga-
roos… Her book is a compendium of all fauna based 
on their performances in the sheets! Which species 
is the most physically active? Conversely, who is the 
king of abstinence? Does the bonobo really live up to 
its reputation? And you know what they say about gi-
raffes with long necks…? Does the hyena have a se-
ducing laugh? And who is the most faithful between 
the octopus and the flamingo?

Caroline Lepage’s book is funny, informative and sur-
prising! It provides a fresh new outlook on the animal 
world, which can sometimes look a lot like ours.

Humor

Like BeaStS in the SheetS! 
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Orig. Title: Psychologie de la 
connerie
Orig. Language: French
Orig. Publisher: Editions Sciences 
Humaines
377 pp. | October 2018

Territory: World excl. French

Material Available
French MS
Introduction in English

Rights Sold
Bulgaria | Iztok Zapad
Brazil | Faro (auction)
Germany | MVG
Greece | Papadopoulos (auction)
Italy | Nuova Ipsa (auction)
Korea | SiGongSa (auction)
Lithuania | Eugrimas (auction)
Netherlands | Karakter
Poland | Publicat  (auction)
Portugal | Saída de Emergência 
(preempt)
Romania | Litera (preempt)
Russia | Eksmo
Sweden | Mondial
USA | Penguin (preempt, WEL)

Print run: 84,000 copies
46,000+ copies sold

With contributions of Nobel-Prize winner 
Daniel Kahneman, and further renowned 
international researchers and best-selling 
authors Dan Ariely, Boris Cyrulnik, Edgar 
Morin, Alison Gopnik and others!

A world without stupid fools is possible!

Actually, no. Sorry.

But that doesn’t mean we can’t consider it.

Everybody knows about stupidity: we all have to put 
up with it every day. It’s a burden, a cross to bear. And 
yet psychologists, specialists in human behavior, have 
never tried to define it.

Understanding it better, the better to root it out, is the 
purpose of this book… even if we already know it’s a 
lost cause.

Psychiatrists and psychologists from around the world, 
as well as philosophers, sociologists and writers, offer 
us their point of view about human stupidity.

Which is a first.

It may also be a last, so don’t miss your chance!

Psychology | Philosophy | Sociology 

the pSychOLOgy Of Stupidity
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Edited by Jean-François Marmion, Psychologist and editor-in-chief of the journal 
Le Cercle Psy.

With contributions of Nobel-Prize winner Daniel Kahneman and further renowned in-
ternational researchers and best-selling authors, including Dan Ariely, Boris Cyrulnik, 
Ryan Holiday, and Alison Gopnik.

I’m particularly excited about the potential of The Psychology of Stupidity, having […] wanted to commission just 
such a book before I learned about Jean-François Marmion’s, which I found witty and, well, smart! —John Sicilia-
no, Executive Editor, Penguin Books and Penguin Classics

We need books like this one. — Steven Pinker, psychology professor at Harvard

I was totally hooked. Everybody loves it. — François Busnel, La Grande Librairie, France 5 TV 

A very clever book. —  Yves Pagès, Le Canard enchaîné 

Can you study stupidity? The answer is a resounding YES. — Yann Barthes, Le Quotidien, TMC TV 

The birth of a new science: stupidology. — Nicolas Demorand

Entertaining and instructive. — Mathieu Vidard, L’édito carré, France Inter 
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